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Dem Dry Bones

In the summer of 1858, hardly anyone had ever heard of dinosaurs. The word was a new one, coined to
describe some large bones found in England a few years before. And certainly no one yet had an
accurate view of what a dinosaur really looked like. But that was all about to change, in the unlikeliest of
places:

New Jersey.   

William Parker Foulke was a Philadelphia lawyer spending his summer a few miles out of town in the
suburb of Haddonfield, New Jersey. One of his neighbors regaled him with a tale of some mysterious
large bones that workmen had found twenty years earlier in a clay pit. Foulke had a keen interest in
science, and was greatly intrigued. He pinpointed the spot, now overgrown with trees and brush, and
organized a dig. Ten feet under the surface they started finding what Foulke called "monstrous bones."  
 
Lots of them. 

Foulke hadn't just uncovered a few bones. He had found the largely complete skeleton of a dinosaur, the
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first one ever discovered. In honor of it's finder, it was named Hadrosaurus Foulki, literally, "Foulke's Big
Lizard." It rocked the scientific world, offering irrefutable proof that dinosaurs as big as houses once
ruled the earth. 

A few years later, the reconstructed dinosaur skeleton was put on display at the Academy of Natural
Sciences in Philadelphia. It created a sensation-nobody had seen anything like it. The exhibit sparked a
national fascination with the huge creatures of earlier epochs, which has never diminished since. 

The reconstructed skeleton stood twenty-six feet long and thirteen feet high. Scientists examining
the skeleton determined that it probably walked upright, which was the first indication that some
dinosaurs walked on two legs and not four. One scientist referred to it standing upright like a
kangaroo, and it became widely known as the "Great Kangaroo Lizard."     
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The Markets
 
Tariffs strike again.
 
The Federal Open Market Committee completed what it called 'a mid-cycle adjustment' with a quarter-
point rate cut last week. Some investors were unhappy when Fed officials implied there would not be
another reduction this year. They'd been hoping for at least one, reported Barron's.
 
Despite the disappointment, investors settled and U.S. stock markets rallied on Thursday.
 
Then, like a movie villain that just won't die, U.S. import taxes - a.k.a. tariffs - reared their ugly heads
and wiped out the week's gains. Barron's explained:
 

"By midday on Thursday, the stock market had all but recouped its losses in the wake of
the Federal Reserve's policy meeting the previous day. That's when President Donald
Trump announced that he will impose a 10 percent levy on an additional $300 billion of
Chinese goods on September 1. The shock sent stocks underwater and resulted in this
year's worst week for the S&P 500 index and the Nasdaq Composite, which slid 3.1
percent and 3.92 percent, respectively. The Dow got off with just a 2.6 percent nick. For
the broad U.S. stock market, the paper loss was about $1.1 trillion, according to
Wilshire Associates."

 
Tariffs have pummeled U.S. and Chinese economies for months. Early estimates suggest imports from
China to the United States fell by 12.6 percent from June 2018 to June 2019, while exports from the
United States to China fell by 16.8 percent during the same period, according to a source cited by
Barron's.
 
Bond investors were jolted by the tariff announcement, too. The yield on 10-year U.S. Treasury notes
dropped from 2.1 percent last week to 1.9 percent, reported MarketWatch. In Germany, all maturities
of government bonds are offering negative yields.
 
In the face-off between rate cuts and tariffs, tariffs may prove to have a greater impact.
 



(Domestic Stocks) -3.1% 17.0% 3.7% 10.8% 8.6% 11.3%
Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. -3.0 7.7 -5.9 3.9 -0.4 2.8
10-year Treasury Note
(Yield Only) 1.9 NA 3.0 1.5 2.5 3.6

Gold (per ounce) 1.5 12.5 18.6 1.9 2.2 4.2
Bloomberg Commodity Index -1.9 0.7 -8.6 -2.3 -9.6 -5.2

S&P 500, Dow Jones Global ex-US, Gold, Bloomberg Commodity Index returns exclude reinvested dividends (gold does not pay a
dividend) and the three-, five-, and 10-year returns are annualized; and the 10-year T reasury Note is simply the yield at  the close
of the day on each of the historical t ime periods.
Sources: Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch, djindexes.com, London Bullion Market Association.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. N/A means not
applicable.

 
DOES FLYING TRIGGER YOUR LIZARD BRAIN? Flight attendants and frequent fliers have
some crazy stories to tell. Lets Fly Cheaper, Business Insider, and Point Me To The Plane reported
on some of the strange things flight attendants have experienced, including:
 

Medicated sleep zombies. Passengers sometimes take sleep aids to slumber while flying. In one
instance, a passenger sleep-streaked to first class.
Emotional support animals (ESAs). In an effort to remain calm while flying, some people bring
pets for emotional support. These have included a turkey, a pig, a monkey, and a kangaroo.
Impatient passengers. In 2014, a passenger deployed the emergency slide because he wanted
to disembark more quickly.
Strange requests. Flight attendants report passengers have asked how to roll down plane
windows, if they could stop at the Sky Mall, and whether they could borrow a screwdriver to
take a seat apart.

 
A flight attendant told NPR, "When people get on a plane, they revert to a lizard brain where they forget
all social decencies and common sense...Flying takes away everybody's sense of control. So people tend
to grasp at whatever kind of control they can have..."
 
There may be a scientific explanation for passengers' odd plane behavior. NPR reported that low air
pressure reduces the oxygen in passengers' blood, making them more emotional and more prone to poor
decision-making.
 
Weekly Focus - Think About It
 
"The lizard brain is not merely a concept. It's real, and it's living on the top of your spine, fighting for your
survival. But, of course, survival and success are not the same thing."
--Seth Godin, American author
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gold price is set twice daily by the London Gold Fixing Company at 10:30 and 15:00 and is expressed in
U.S. dollars per fine troy ounce.
* The Bloomberg Commodity Index is designed to be a highly liquid and diversified benchmark for the
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